ST ANTHONY WEEKLY POLICE REPORT - JANUARY 9, 2017 TO JANUARY 15, 2017
ICR

Title

Common Place Name

House # St Name

Reported
Cross St Name Date

Traffic
17000218 Arrest

39th Ave NE

Coolidge St NE

1/9/2017

Traffic
17000226 Arrest

Kenzie Ter

27th Ave NE

1/9/2017

37th Ave NE

Highcrest Rd

1/10/2017

Traffic
17000245 Arrest
Traffic
17000295 Arrest

Accident
Hit and
17000326 Run

Silver Lake Rd Silver Ln

Twin Cities Dental

Silver Lake
3803 Road

1/11/2017

Summary Contains
20 year old male arrested and cited for
driving after suspension and no proof of
insurance on demand.
22 year old female arrested and cited for
driving after suspension, no proof of
insurance on demand and equipment
violation.
65 year old male arrested and cited for no
valid Minnesota driver's and no proof of
insurance on demand.
30 year old female arrested and cited for no
valid Minnesota driver's license.

A 52 year old female reported that her
vehicle was struck in the parking lot of the
business and the suspect fled the scene. The
license plate number of the suspect's vehicle
was received. The suspect was later
identified as 16 year old male. The juvenile
was issued a citation for misdemeanor
1/13/2017 leaving the scene of an accident.

Motor
Vehicle
17000353 Theft

Traffic
17000375 Arrest

Unofficial Bar And Grill

3701 Stinson Blvd

Silver Lake Rd 37th Ave NE

28 year old male reported the theft of his
2006 Lincoln while warming it up in the
parking lot. The victim was waiting in a
friends vehicle when the suspect
approached asked a question and proceeded
to enter his vehicle and flee. The victim, and
witness, attempted to follow the vehicle but
lost sight of it. The vehicle was entered into
the computer as stolen. The vehicle was
involved in a chase with Maplewood PD
which was taken over by Hudson PD after
crossing state lines. The vehicle was stopped
by Hudson PD and St. Croix County Sheriff's
Office. Three occupants were taken into
custody. The suspects were identified as a 27
year old male, a 31 year olds male, and 28
year old female. The owner was advised of
1/14/2017 the recovery and damage to the vehicle.
21 year old female arrested and cited for
allowing the operation of an uninsured
vehicle, no proof of insurance on demand,
1/14/2017 and expired registration.

17000407 Theft

St Anthony Business
Center

3055 Old Hwy 8

Report of trespassing and theft. Employees
reported that a unwanted male was residing
in the building and wished him trespassed.
They also reported that he attempted to
take a grill valued at $1200 without
permission. The subject had a lease
agreement with the property owner to stay
on the property. The employees were
advised to complete and citizen's arrest and
witness statement regarding the theft. This
case was referred to investigations regarding
1/15/2017 the attempted theft.

